We show that the quantum straightening algorithm for Young tableaux and Young bitableaux reduces in the crystal limit q 7 ! 0 to the Robinson-Schensted algorithm.
Introduction
Let K be a eld of characteristic 0, and X = (x ij ) 1 i; j n a matrix of commutative indeterminates. The ring K x ij ] may be regarded as the algebra F Mat n ] of polynomial functions on the space of n n matrices over K. A linear basis of this algebra is given by the bitableaux of D esarm enien, Kung, Rota 6], which are de ned in the following way.
Given two (semistandard) Young tableaux and 0 of the same shape, with columns c 1 ; : : :; c k and c 0 1 ; : : :; c 0 k , the Young bitableau ( j 0 ) is the product of the k minors of X whose row indices belong to c i and column indices to c 0 i , i = 1; : : : ; k. For More generally, we shall call tabloid a sequence of column-shaped Young tableaux, and we shall associate to each pair ; 0 of tabloids of the same shape a bitabloid ( j 0 ) de ned as the product of minors indexed by the columns of and 0 .
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There exists an algorithm due to D esarm enien 5] for expanding any polynomial in K x ij ] on the basis of bitableaux. This is the so-called straightening algorithm (for bitableaux). In particular, the monomials x i 1 j 1 x i k j k , which obviously form another linear basis of K x ij ], can be expressed in a unique way as linear combinations of bitableaux. Thus, the straightening of x 23 Both the straightening algorithm and the Robinson-Schensted algorithm are strongly connected with the representation theory of GL n . Indeed, the straightening algorithm allows to compute the action of GL n in (polynomial) irreducible representations, while the Robinson-Schensted correspondence was devised by Robinson to obtain a proof of the Littlewood-Richardson rule for decomposing into irreducibles the tensor product of two irreducible representations. The problem that we want to investigate is whether there exists any relation between the straightening algorithm and the Schensted algorithm. It turns out that to answer this question, one has to replace the algebra F Mat n ] by its quantum analogue F q Mat n ] 24]. This is the associative algebra over K(q) generated by n 2 letters t ij ; i; j = 1; : : :; n subject to the relations t ik t il = q ?1 t il t ik ; (1) t ik t jk = q ?1 t jk t ik ; (2) t il t jk = t jk t il ; (3) t ik t jl ? t jl t ik = (q ?1 ?q)t il t jk ; (4) for 1 i < j n and 1 k < l n. The At this point, it is important to recall that the existence of a connection between the Robinson-Schensted correspondence and the representation theory of the quantized enveloping algebra U q (gl n ) at q = 0 was rst discovered by Date, Jimbo, Miwa 4]. The results presented here are in fact of the same kind as those of 4], namely, it is shown in 4] that if V (1) denotes the basic representation of U q (gl n ), the transition matrix in V k (1) from the basis of monomial tensors to the Gelfand-Zetlin basis specializes when q = 0 to a permutation matrix given by the Robinson-Schensted map. Similarly, Theorem 1.1 states that the transition matrix in the U q (gl n )-module F q Mat n ] from the basis of monomials B = ft i 1 j 1 t i k j k j Q(i 1 i k ) = Q(j 1 j k ) = for some g to the basis of quantum bitableaux is equal at q = 0 to a permutation matrix also computed from the Robinson-Schensted algorithm. Here, denotes for each partition a xed standard Young tableau of shape . The work of Date, Jimbo, Miwa, provided the starting point from which Kashiwara developed his theory of crystal bases for quantized enveloping algebras 13, 14] . We shall use crystal bases as the main tool for proving Theorem 1.1.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we collect the necessary material about U q (gl n ), U q (sl n ) and their representation theory. In Section 3, we review the de nition and basic properties of Kashiwara's crystal bases at q = 0. In Section 4, we formulate and prove a version of Theorem 1.1 for the case of (single) tableaux, that is, we work in the subring of F q Mat n ] generated by the quantum minors taken on the initial rows of T.
Finally in Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.1, as well as a slightly more general statement.
2 U q (gl n ) and U q (sl n ) A general reference for this Section and the following one is the excellent exposition 3]. We rst recall the de nition of the quantized enveloping algebras U q (gl n ) 12] and U q (sl n ) 11, 7] . U q (gl n ) is the associative algebra over K(q) generated by the 4n ? 2 symbols e i ; f i ; i = 1; : : :; n ? 1 and q i ; q ? i ; i = 1; : : :; n, subject to the relations q i q ? i = q ? i q i = 1 ; q i ; q j ] = 0 ; (5) q i e j q ? i = 8 > < > :
qe j for i = j q ?1 e j for i = j + 1 e j otherwise ; (6) (10) The subalgebra of U q (gl n ) generated by e i ; f i , and q h i = q i q ? i+1 ; q ?h i = q ? i q i+1 ; i = 1; : : : ; n ? 1; (11) is denoted by U q (sl n ).
The representation theories of U q (gl n ) and U q (sl n ) are closely parallel to those of their classical counterparts U(gl n ) and U(sl n ). Let M be a U q (gl n )-module and = ( 1 ; : : : ; n ) be a n-tuple of nonnegative integers. In order to construct more interesting U q (gl n )-modules, we use the tensor product operation. Given two U q (gl n )-modules M; N, we can de ne a structure of U q (gl n )-module on M N by putting q i (u v) = q i u q i v; (12) e i (u v) = e i u v + q ?h i u e i v; (13) 
(14) Indeed, the formulas q i = q i q i ; e i = e i 1 + q ?h i e i ; f i = f i q h i + 1 f i ; de ne a comultiplication on U q (gl n ). One shows that the decomposition into irreducible components of the tensor product of two irreducible U q (gl n )-modules is given by V V ' M c V ; (15) where the c are the classical Littlewood-Richardson numbers. In particular, it follows that
where f denotes the number of standard Young tableaux of shape .
decomposes into the q-symmetric square V (2) and the q-alternating square V (1;1) . For n = 2 this decomposition is described by the following diagram: The algebra F q Mat n ] de ned in Section 1 is also endowed with a natural structure of U q (gl n )-module via the action de ned by q i t kl = q il t kl ; e i t kl = i+1 l t k l?1 ; f i t kl = il t k l+1 ; (17) and the Leibniz formulas q i (PQ) = (q i P) : (q i Q); (18) e i (PQ) = (e i P) : Q + (q ?h i P) : (e i Q); (19) (20) for P; Q in F q Mat n ]. This provides a very convenient realization of the irreducible modules V as natural subspaces of F q Mat n ]. To describe it, we introduce some notations.
We shall write y for the unique Young tableau of shape and weight . This is the socalled Yamanouchi tableau of shape . Let be any Young tableau of shape . The quantum bitableau (y j ) will be simply denoted by ( ) and will be called a quantum tableau. This is a product of quantum minors taken on the rst rows of the matrix T. and is isomorphic as a U q (gl n )-module to the simple module V .
The action of U q (gl n ) on T is computed by means of the q-straightening formula. Namely, for column-shaped quantum tableaux one checks easily that the action coincides with the one previously described in Example 2.2. For general quantum tableaux we use Leibniz formulas (18) (19) (20), and when necessary we use the q-straightening algorithm (cf. Section 4) for converting the quantum tabloids of the right-hand side into a linear combination of quantum tableaux.
Example 2. In this example, the quantum tableaux ( ) have been written for short (without brackets). This small abuse of notation will be used freely in the sequel.
This realization of V is, up to some minor changes of convention, the same as the one described in 2] via the q-Young symmetrizers of the Hecke algebra of type A.
We denote by F q GL n =B] the subspace of F q Mat n ] spanned by the quantum tableaux. It follows from the q-straightening formula that this is in fact a subalgebra of F q Mat n ]. It coincides for q = 1 with the ring of polynomial functions on the ag variety GL n =B, hence the notation. The quantum deformation F q GL n =B] has been studied by Lakshmibai,
Reshetikhin 18] and Taft, Towber 28]. As a U q (gl n )-module it decomposes into:
Returning to F q Mat n ] and its linear basis formed by quantum bitableaux, we note that the action of U q (gl n ) de ned by (17) involves only the column indices of the variables t ij . The de ning relations (1) (2) (3) (4) being invariant under transposition of the matrix T, we see that we have another action of U q (gl n ) given by (q i ) y t kl = q ik t kl ; e y i t kl = i+1 k t k?1 l ; f y i t kl = ik t k+1 l ; (22) (where the symbol y has been added to distinguish this action from the previous one), and the Leibniz formulas (18) 
Here, the irreducible bimodule V V is generated by applying all possible products of lowering operators f y i ; f j to the highest weight vector (y jy ).
We end this Section by noting that every U q (gl n )-module M can be regarded by restriction as a U q (sl n )-module (that we still denote by M). In particular, the V are also irreducible under U q (sl n ). However we point out that, as U q (sl n )-modules, V ' V () i ? i+1 = i ? i+1 ; i = 1; : : : ; n ? 1 : Example 2.6 The U q (sl 2 )-modules V (l) will be very important in the sequel and we describe them precisely. For l 0, V (l) is a (l + 1)-dimensional vector space over K(q) with basis fu k ; 0 k lg, on which the action of U q (sl 2 ) is as follows: q h 1 u k = q l?2k u k ; e 1 u k = l ? k u 0 . Also, we note that the weight spaces being one-dimensional, there is up to normalization a unique basis of V (l) whose elements are weight vectors. The basis fu k g may therefore be regarded as canonical. This will provide the starting point for de ning the crystal basis of a U q (gl n )-module.
Crystal bases
It follows from relations (6) (7) (8) (11) that for any i = 1; : : :; n ? 1, the subalgebra U i generated by e i ; f i ; q h i ; q ?h i is isomorphic to U q (sl 2 ). Hence a U q (gl n )-module M can be regarded by restriction to U i as a U q (sl 2 )-module. We shall assume from now on that the weight spaces M are nite-dimensional, that M = M , and that for any i, M decomposes into a direct sum of nite-dimensional U i -modules. Such modules M are said to be integrable. It follows from the representation theory of U q (sl 2 ) that for any i, the integrable module M is a direct sum of irreducible U i -modules V (l) . Since we want to let q tend to 0, we introduce the subring A of K(q) consisting of rational functions without pole at q = 0. A crystal lattice of M is a free A-module L such One of the nicest properties of crystal bases is that they behave well under the tensor product operation. We shall rst consider an example, from which Kashiwara deduces by induction the general description of the crystal basis of a tensor product 13]. Example 3.6 We slightly modify the notations of Example 2.6 and write fu (l) k ; k = 0; : : : ; lg for the canonical basis of the U q (sl 2 )-module V (l) . We recall that for convenience we set u 
Theorem 3.7 enables one to describe the crystal graph of V m (1) for any m, and to deduce from that the description of the crystal graph ? of the simple U q (gl n )-module V . For convenience, we shall identify the tensor algebra T(V (1) ) with the free associative algebra K(q)hAi over the alphabet A = f1;:::;ng via the isomorphism v i 7 ! i, where fv i g is the canonical basis of V (1) 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1; f 1 (w) = 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 ; where the letters printed in bold type are those of the image of the subword w 2 . Finally, in the general case, the action of the operatorsê i ;f i on w is de ned by the previous rules applied to the subword consisting of the letters i; i+1, the remaining letters being unchanged.
The operatorsê i ,f i have been considered in 20], where they were used as building blocks for de ning noncommutative analogues of Demazure symmetrization operators. It follows from Theorem 3.7 that they coincide in the above identi cation with the endomorphismsẽ i ,f i on the K-space L=qL 15] .
It is straightforward to deduce from the de nition ofê i ,f i the following compatibility properties with the Robinson-Schensted correspondence:
(a) for any word w on A such thatê i w 6 = 0, we have Q(ê i w) = Q(w), (b) for any pair of words w, u such that P(w) = P(u) andê i w 6 = 0, we have P(ê i w) = P(ê i u). In other words, the operatorsê i ,f i do not change the insertion tableau and are compatible with the plactic equivalence. Moreover, the words y such thatê i y = 0 for any i are characterized by the Yamanouchi property: each right factor of y contains at least as many letters i than i+1, and this for any i. It is well-known that for any standard Young tableau there exists a unique Yamanouchi word y such that Q(y) = . This yields the following cristallization of (16) . The connected components ? of ?(V m (1) ) are parametrized by the set of Young tableaux of weight (1 m ). The vertices of ? are those words w which satisfy Q(w) = . Moreover, if denotes the shape of , then ? is isomorphic to the crystal graph ?(V ).
Replacing the vertices w of ? by their associated Young tableaux P(w), we obtain a labelling of ?(V ) by the set of Young tableaux of shape , as shown in Example 3.5. It follows from property (b) above that this labelling does not depend on the particular choice of among the standard Young tableaux of shape . We end this section by showing a less trivial example of crystal graph, which is computed easily using the previous description off i .
Example 3.9 The crystal graph of the U q (gl 4 )-module V (2;2) is shown in Figure 2 . where the sum runs through all w 2 S l such that w 1 < < w k and w k+1 < < w l , (R 4 ) for k + s l ? 1 and j 1 < j 2 < < j l , we have where the sum runs through all permutations w 2 S l such that w 1 < < w k and w k+1 < < w l . Relations (R 1 ), (R 2 ) express the q-alternating property of quantum minors, while relations (R 3 ), (R 4 ) are the natural q-analogues of Sylvester's and Garnir's identities respectively (cf. 21]). Using (R 1 ), (R 2 ), (R 3 ) one can express every element of F q GL n =B] as a linear combination of products of columns, the size of which weakly decreases from left to right. After that, following the same strategy as in the classical straightening algorithm, one can by means of (R 4 ) express all such products as linear combinations of quantum tableaux. Note that it follows from (R 3 ), (R 4 ) that all the quantum tableaux ( ) appearing in the straightening of a given tabloid ( ) have the same shape obtained by reordering the sizes of the columns of , which means that ( ) falls in the irreducible component V of (15) it appears with multiplicity one in V (1 1 ) V (1 r ) . Therefore, the restriction of ' to the irreducible component of V (1 1) V (1 r ) with highest weight vector the tensor product y := (y (1 1)) (y (1 r ) ) of all highest weight vectors in V (1 1); : : :; V (1 r ) is an isomorphism, and the kernel of ' is the sum of all components V ; 6 = appearing in V ( 1 1) V (1 r ) . We now turn to the crystal bases of these various U q (gl n )-modules. It follows from ( 0 ), the fact that ( ) ( ) mod qL means exactly that the words u and u label the same vertex in the two copies of ?(V ) to which they belong in ?(V k (1) ), that is, by Theorem 3.8, P(u ) = P(u ). We point out that the quantum tabloids ( ) 2 B are easily computed using Sch utzenberger's jeu de taquin 27]. For example, the following graph shows the 's giving rise to quantum tabloids ( ) which are congruent to the quantum tableau ( ) modulo qL: To do this we have to introduce some notations. We write for short V := V ( 
Here w is the tabloid made of the columns of w, u runs through the tabloids of the same shape and weight as w, and u (q) 2 A. Moreover, y (0) = 1 and u (0) = 0 for u 6 = y.
Expanding (33) on the basis w = ft u 1 w 1 t u k w k j u 1 u k has weight and w i = w j =) u i u j g and comparing to the similar expansion of (y jy ), we obtain by checking the coe cient of t w 1 w 1 t w k w k that y;w (q) = w (q). Therefore, (T y w) w y (y jy ) mod q(y jy ), 
